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The loan credit default swap (LCDS) was originally designed as an alternative
to the traditional credit default swap (CDS) due to its effectiveness in hedging
the underlying loans. However, there do not appear to be standard acceptable
modeling approaches in the market. In this paper, we review several prevailing
LCDS pricing approaches as well as some nonstandard modeling methods. We
make extensive comparisons and experiments (including testing the consistency
between the CDS and LCDS markets) and discuss the potential uses and limita-
tions of each approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

Loan credit default swaps (LCDSs) are a relatively new financial innovation in the
credit derivatives market, and continue to attract much interest even after the credit
crunch and the recent turmoil in the banking sector. They are, in principle, supposed
to be a simple extension of the traditional credit default swap (CDS). However, the
extension has proven to be nontrivial and with numerous difficult nuances. Loan credit
default swaps, which are very similar to CDSs, are simply contracts that allow users
to either buy or sell protection of the credit risk embedded in the underlying loan.
Therefore, LCDSs provide investors with flexibility in allowing investors to take in
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credit risk synthetically or to transfer such risk to protection sellers, both of which
could not be achieved in a traditional long-only loan market.

In 2006 the International Swaps and Derivatives Association published a series of
protocols and templates for both the European and the NorthAmerican LCDS markets.
In 2007 Markit followed suit with the introduction of the so-called LCDX index, and
this subsequently sped up the standardization of LCDS trading. The LCDX index
(with 100 liquid LCDSs as underlyings) was launched in April 2007 (Markit (2007))
and the LCDX tranche debuted in October 2007 (Markit (2007)). The introduction
of the index was “the result of collaboration between the dealer community, the
Loan Syndications and Trading Association (LSTA), the International Swaps and
Derivatives Association (ISDA), and Markit, the index administrator” (Scott et al
(2007a)). Those introductions did indeed increase liquidity and transparency across
the whole capital structure in the loan market.

The key difference between LCDSs and CDSs lies in the underlying reference
assets. For the LCDSs, the underlying reference obligations are secured loans, rather
than unsecured bonds as is the case for a traditional CDS. There are, therefore, several
distinguishing features that need to be considered when modeling LCDSs.

Cancelable feature. This is due to the prepayment risk embedded in an LCDS. Loans
can be prepaid (ie, refinanced). Generally speaking, those loans that have better
creditworthiness may have a higher likelihood of being refinanced or canceled. For
LCDSs, this cancelability feature is one of the more difficult aspects to model.

Higher recovery. In general, LCDSs have higher recovery rates compared with CDSs.
That is because the underlying reference obligations of LCDSs are synthetic secured
loans, which typically have much higher recovery (eg, about 70% or 75%) than
unsecured bonds (eg, about 40%) (Scott et al (2007a)).

The LCDS and CDS clearly operate on decidedly inconsistent markets. However,
since the underlying reference entity is the same, an intuitive, albeit incorrect, assump-
tion is that the two instruments must also share the same probabilities of default (or
default intensities) (Morgan and Zheng (2007) and Taksler (2006)). Consequently,
the widely used relationship:

spreadLCDS

.1 � recoveryLCDS/
D

spreadCDS

.1 � recoveryCDS/
(1.1)

gives a rough approximation between the two different instruments. For example,
Scott et al (2007b) point out that

if we assume a recovery rate of 70% for first-lien loans and 40% for senior unsecured
bonds, this means that an LCDS on a given issuer should trade at approximately 50%
of the CDS spread if the survival curve is the same.
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Credit events. Unlike a traditional CDS, an LCDS does not generally include modi-
fied restructuring as a credit event that triggers settlement of the contract.According
to the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (2010), only the following
credit events apply to LCDSs:

(1) bankruptcy of the reference entity;

(2) failure to pay obligations after a suitable grace period provided for in the
settlement term sheet.

More importantly, these credit events may occur anywhere within borrowed money,
which includes loans and bonds. In other words, if an entity defaults only on its
bonds (and not on its loans), a credit event will still be triggered in an LCDS.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief survey of the existing
literature on the subject and some modeling issues. Section 3 begins the theoretical
comparisons of the various prevailing modeling approaches. Section 4 discusses other
more innovative but less mainstream approaches. In Section 5 we conduct some
numerical experiments and model comparisons. Finally, we present our conclusions
in Section 6.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND MODELING ISSUES

A good introduction to LCDSs can be found in Taksler (2006) and Scott et al (2007a).
Scott et al (2007c,d) and Taksler (2007) also extended the discussions to include the
LCDX index. Taksler (2006) did an extensive study on the negative basis relationship
between LCDSs and underlying loans.

From an LCDS modeling perspective, there are several key factors that need to be
considered:

(1) cancelation (or prepayment);

(2) incorporating a higher recovery assumption;

(3) probability of default;

(4) correlation between cancelation and probability of default.

The correlation aspect is the most difficult part, although, intuitively, we can observe
a negative correlation between cancelation and the probability of default. So far there
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exists no standard market approach for dealing with the correlation or even the valu-
ation of the LCDS itself. Each dealer may introduce its own simplifying assumptions
such as the one we showed in the introduction regarding the spreads and recoveries.

For the cancelation feature, some dealers may resort to the use of historical analysis
or estimates from rating agencies. Scott et al (2007b), from JP Morgan, considered
a simple mark-to-market approach using a historical cancelation probability matrix.
Morgan and Zheng (2007) of Lehman Brothers introduced a simple valuation model
by assuming independence between cancelation and default. Both approaches fall
within the same deterministic framework that JP Morgan (2001) originally introduced
in the valuation of standard CDSs. Wei (2007) and Shek et al (2007) extended this
framework further by incorporating stochastic intensity. Under the stochastic intensity
framework, Wang and Liang (2012) also derived the closed-form partial differential
equation solution and generalized the single-name LCDS model to a two-name LCDS
basket as well. Furthermore, Wu and Liang (2012) also extended the model into a
multifactor case by incorporating stochastic recovery. Finally, Bandreddi et al (2007)
from Merrill Lynch developed a double-barrier model with Gaussian distribution
instead of Poisson distribution so that the cancelation barrier and the default barrier
behave as two competing factors.

3 PREVAILING APPROACHES

In this section we discuss five different modeling approaches to the valuation of
LCDSs. The approaches are labeled M1 to M5. However, before we start with the
more technical approaches, it is instructive to consider how well the approximation
given by (1.1) holds up in the market for actual observed CDS and LCDS spreads.
This preliminary discussion is labeled M0 below, where we discuss how a relative
value trade could potentially be structured.

3.1 M0: estimation of LCDS spread using CDS market spread

Ignoring the cancelability feature of LCDSs, the relationship between an LCDS and
a CDS spread is simple. Since both the LCDS and the CDS contracts have the same
underlying reference entity, a simple, albeit not precisely true, mechanism is to assume
that if a bond of the reference entity defaults, it is also likely that the corresponding
company loan might default as well. In this very simplistic and naive view, we can see
that both contracts have the same default probabilities. Consequently, we can derive
a simple relationship as follows:

spreadLCDS D
.1 � recoveryLCDS/

.1 � recoveryCDS/
spreadCDS (3.1)
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Let us call this naive relationship the M0-based model. Now consider, for example,
the case where the recovery rate for the loan underlying the LCDS contract is 75%,
while the recovery rate for a senior unsecured bond underlying a CDS contract is
40%. Equation (3.1) shows that the LCDS spread is approximately 42% of the CDS
spread:

spreadLCDS D
1 � 0:75

1 � 0:4
spreadCDS D 0:4167 spreadCDS

More concretely, we can look at a specific issuer, say HCA Holdings, Inc., as dis-
played in Figure 1 on the next page. The M0-based LCDS spread is 0.4167 times
the corresponding CDS spread, while LCDS spread is the actual market-observed
spread. In Figure 1 on the next page we can clearly see a large discrepancy between
the M0-based spread and the market-observed LCDS spread, although both spreads
appear to have similar shapes and trends. Also, observe that the basis between the
market-observed LCDS spread and the M0 implied LCDS spread is not constant over
time. This is probably indicative of the failure of the M0 approximation in capturing
the dynamics of the market LCDS spread. The reasons for such a discrepancy could
be explained by many possible factors including recovery expectations, cancelation
features, correlation, etc, as mentioned earlier in the introduction of the unique fea-
tures of LCDS as compared with a traditional CDS. More specifically, as the market
tries to evaluate the fair value of the option for early termination, some protection
sellers might find it difficult to unwind profitable LCDS trades. This is because the
counterparty may argue that, when a credit improves, the likelihood of prepaying a
secured facility rises.

Needless to say, we should be more careful when using the simplifying approx-
imation in M0 to derive the fair value of an LCDS trade and the implementation
of trading strategies. The LCDS spread backed out from the CDS market spread
has an assumption that there is no cancelation on the LCDS contract and that the
default probabilities of both LCDS and CDS are the same. Consequently, using M0

as a model-based approach may cause model error. In the discussions below, we will
describe how some of these assumptions can be improved.

3.2 M1: simplest LCDS modeling (Scott et al (2007b))

While each dealer may introduce its own simplifying assumptions in the modeling
process, for the cancelability feature, some players resort to the use of historical data
and a ratings-based approach to obtain some sensible estimates.

Both Elizalde et al (2007) and O’Kane (2008) provide a generic LCDS pricing
framework. Basically, we consider an LCDS as having two legs (the coupon leg and
the protection leg) similar to a traditional CDS, but the legs have two different proba-
bilities, namely,Qcoup andQprot, whereQcoup D 1�Pcoup represents the termination
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FIGURE 1 HCA LCDS (market) versus HCA LCDS (M0).
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probability for the coupon leg and Qprot D 1� Pprot is the trigger probability for the
protection leg. The set of generic LCDS equations is as follows:

coupon leg D
X
i

DF.ti /Qcoup.ti /DCF.ti /S

protection leg D .1 �R/
Z
i

DF.ti / dQprot

LCDSspread D
.1 �R/

R
i

DF.ti / dQprotP
i DF.ti /Qcoup.ti /DCF.ti /

where DF.ti / is the discount factor at time ti and DCF.ti / is the day count fraction
for period ti . Observe that, typically, the accrued amount upon default is not included
in the formula above. The accrued amount on default represents the accrued coupon
that the protection buyer needs to pay the protection seller if default occurs between
any two coupon periods. This additional term is shown in Appendix A.

In general, the survival probabilitiesQcoup andQprot vary among different models
depending on their views of the level of importance of the various structural dependen-
cies. For example, Scott et al (2007b) considered a simple mark-to-market approach
using a historical cancelation probability matrix. This quick mark-to-market assump-
tion then makesQcoup D Qprot and it assumes independence between the probability
of no default QD and the probability of no cancelation QC. Hence, Qcoup D QDQC.
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The generic formula above now becomes:

coupon leg D
X
i

DF.ti /QD.ti /QC.ti /DCF.ti /S

protection leg D .1 �R/
Z
i

DF.ti /QC.ti�1/ dQD

LCDSspread D
.1 �R/

R
i

DF.ti /QC.ti / dQDP
i DF.ti /QD.ti /QC.ti /DCF.ti /

Observe that both QD and QC are unconditional survival probabilities, and QC can
be calculated from historical data to arrive at a rough estimate.

This simple method was originally introduced to give traders a rough idea of the
LCDS spread level, but this is not a “true” model in the purest sense. Because this
approach treats the coupon leg and protection leg as having the same survival proba-
bility (ie,Qcoup D QDQC), it does not reflect the true structural dependency between
cancelation and default in both legs. Thus, we need a better modeling approach to
reflect this dependency.

3.3 M2: generic LCDS modeling framework (Elizalde et al (2007))

In 2007 Elizalde et al introduced a generic LCDS modeling framework that incor-
porated a refinancing rate into the modeling of the cancelation feature. Both the
refinancing rate and the default probability (using hazard rates derived from ratings)
could also be estimated historically. Benzschawel et al (2008) also adapted a simi-
lar twofold LCDS modeling approach by using historical credit rating transitions to
model the likelihood of cancelation by credit upgrades from high yield to investment
grade.1 This approach, of course, tacitly assumes that the reference entity will exit the
syndicated loan market when it becomes investment grade and can refinance more
easily in the senior unsecured bond market. In principle, the Benzschawel et al (2008)
approach is equivalent in spirit to the Elizalde et al (2007) method.

This twofold LCDS pricing framework allows users to separate the two different
legs using two probability curves, namely,Qcoup andQprot, whereQcoup D 1�PD�PC

(so that the swap termination can be either due to default or cancelation) andQprot D

1 � PD (which is only triggered by default).

1 Benzschawel et al (2008) correctly pointed out that most LCDSs are written on high-yield names,
while CDSs are dominated by investment-grade names.
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We can now rewrite our generic LCDS formulas as follows:

coupon leg D
X
i

DF.ti /Qcoup.ti /DCF.ti /S

protection leg D .1 �R/
Z
i

DF.ti /Qcoup.ti / dQprot

LCDSspread D
.1 �R/

R
i

DF.ti /Qcoup.ti / dQprotP
i DF.ti /Qcoup.ti /DCF.ti /

Observe that, in Elizalde et al (2007), PD and PC are unconditional probabilities.
They can, however, be generalized into conditional probabilities with a dependency
on some assumed general symmetric structure, for instance,PC D P.�C < t; �C < �D/

and PD D P.�D < t; �D < �C/, where �D is the default time and �C is the cancelation
time. We derive a general form in Appendix B, and we call this type of structure a
conditional dependency structure.

In our extended general formula in Appendix B, we introduce default intensity
and cancelation intensity (both independent) into the conditional dependency struc-
ture above, which means that both the probability of default and the probability of
cancelation become functions of both default and cancelation intensities.

Also, we can naturally extend such general forms into a time-dependent case involv-
ing double intensity (see Appendix C) so that the market-observed spread term struc-
ture can be readily incorporated into our modeling framework. However, such an
approach treats the default process and the cancelation process on an equal foot-
ing, which is true for the LCDS coupon leg (since the contract can terminate due to
either default or cancelation) but is not true for the protection leg, which can only be
triggered due to default rather than cancelation.

3.4 M3: generalized LCDS model (Morgan and Zheng (2007))

Morgan and Zheng (2007) designed a generalized reduced form approach based on
the hazard-rate model in the traditional CDS. In addition to the hazard rate of default,
the authors introduced a corresponding hazard rate of cancelation, which they called
“proto-cancelation”.

The LCDS contract terminates as a result of either default or cancelation, but
only the default event triggers a protection payment. To value the protection leg,
therefore, requires us to know the probability that a default will occur both before a
particular horizon time and before cancelation. To obtain both the termination and
trigger probabilities requires us to know the joint distribution of the default time and
the proto-cancelation time. This complicates the situation even more. To make matters
simpler, the authors assume that these two times are independent.
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With this simplifying independence assumption, the corresponding probabilities
using hazard rates can be written as follows:

QD D P.�D > t/ D exp

�
�

Z t

0

h.s/ ds

�
; PD D P.�D 6 t / D 1 �QD

QC D P.�C > t/ D exp

�
�

Z t

0

c.s/ ds

�
; PC D P.�C 6 t / D 1 �QC

where h.s/ is the hazard rate of default and c.s/ is the hazard rate of cancelation.
Observe that both quantities are unconditional and independent. Therefore, we can

define the probabilities of the two legs, respectively, as follows:

Qcoup D P.�terminate > t/ D QDQC; where �terminate D min.�D; �C/

Pprot D P.�D 6 t; �C 6 t /

D �

Z t

0

QC.s/ dQD.s/ D 1 �Qprot; where dQprot D QC dQD

We can now rewrite our general LCDS formulas as follows:

coupon leg D
X
i

DF.ti /QD.ti /QC.ti /DCF.ti /S

protection leg D .1 �R/
Z
i

DF.ti /QC.ti / dQD

LCDSspread D
.1 �R/

R
i

DF.ti /QC.ti / dQDP
i DF.ti /QD.ti /QC.ti /DCF.ti /

Similarly, we can also generalize the Morgan and Zheng (2007) constant cancelation
intensity model into a time-dependent one by using stepwise constant approxima-
tion for the whole term structure of the cancelation intensity by simply discretizing
c.ti /, i D 1; 2; : : : ; n, into piecewise constant intervals corresponding to the usual
maturity quotes in the market (say, one year, three years, five years, seven years
and ten years). We observe that this method links unconditional probability with
conditional probability with a dependency structure so that, in principle, this could
potentially create the linkage between the CDS market and the LCDS market. Doing
so makes the simultaneous calibration of the two markets feasible. However, our
experiments later show that several challenges remain, so it is not always possible to
do so.
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4 OTHER NONSTANDARD APPROACHES

In this section we discuss two more interesting approaches that are technically more
challenging. They are not considered mainstream models.

4.1 M4: double-barrier model for LCDSs (Bandreddi et al (2007))

Bandreddi et al (2007) developed a double-barrier model using Gaussian distribution
instead of Poisson distribution in order to make the cancelation barrier and default
barrier two competing factors. The two barriers would reflect default and cancelation
correspondingly, and the barrier gap then becomes the free parameter (similar to the
hazard rate in the intensity model framework) for pricing or calibration purposes. We
have not yet seen a widespread tendency for market practitioners to move from the
simpler intensity model world to a more complex Gaussian Brownian motion world.
This is possibly because the simple intensity model (presented in M1) is widely used
as a market standard for the valuation of CDSs. Practitioners seem to be reluctant
to move away from the intensity framework into a newer approach for the LCDS
markets, although it is technically a good idea to bridge the negative relationship
between default and cancelation through such a barrier gap. We therefore categorize
this model as a nonstandard approach.

Define k as the default barrier and c as the cancelation barrier with the restriction
that k > 0 and c > 0. Furthermore, letWt be the Brownian motion at time t , let �C be
the first hitting time of the barrier at c and letN.x/ be the standard normal cumulative
distribution function. Then we can write down the two probabilities:

PC D P.�C < t/ D P.max.Wt / > c/ D 2N

�
�
c
p
t

�

PD D P.Wt < k; �C > t/ D N

�
k
p
t

�
�N

�
�
2c � k
p
t

�

Using these expressions, we can plug the probability of cancelation and probability
of default into our general formula in order to obtain the formula:

Qcoup D 1 � PD � PC

D 1 �

�
N

�
k
p
t

�
�N

�
�
2c � k
p
t

��
� 2N

�
�
c
p
t

�

D 2N

�
c
p
t

�
�N

�
k
p
t

�
�N

�
2c � k
p
t

�

Qprot D 1 � PD

D 1 �

�
N

�
k
p
t

�
�N

�
�
2c � k
p
t

��
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However, although this innovative model allows us to explicitly connect default and
cancelation, because the standardized CDS market (Markit (2008)) continues to utilize
the Poisson process for modeling the default process, this essentially renders the
Gaussian assumption here a nonstandard approach.

4.2 M5: stochastic intensity modeling for LCDSs (Wei (2007); Shek
et al (2007); Liang and Wang (2012); and Wu and Liang (2012))

Wei (2007) and Shek et al (2007) pointed out the limitations in the prevailing determin-
istic intensity-based framework and were also the first to introduce the double stochas-
tic intensity-based version of the LCDS pricing framework. Liang and Wang (2012)
also derived the closed-form partial differential equation solution, which helped in
computational efficiency and also generalized the single name LCDS model into a
two-name basket model. Wu and Liang (2012) also introduced stochastic recovery
jointly correlated with stochastic default and stochastic prepayment that would more
realistically reflect the risk factors embedded in an LCDS from a more realistic finan-
cial point of view. The main idea of all these models is to be able to explicitly capture
the negative correlation (built in as a model parameter representing the instantaneous
correlation) through correlated stochastic processes. Similar to M3, suppose the driv-
ing factors can be described by two intensities, namely, �D and �C for default and
cancelation, respectively. And suppose further that the two intensity processes are
based on three independent Cox–Ingersoll–Ross (CIR) processes,2 given by TD.t/,
TC.t/ and X.t/, with instantaneous correlation explicitly coupled as follows:

�D.t/ D TD.t/CX.t/ and �C.t/ D TC.t/C �X.t/

where X.t/ can be considered as an auxiliary stochastic process that contains the
explicit correlation. Then we have the following three CIR processes:

dTD.t/ D �D.�D � TD.t// dt C �D

p
TD.t/ dWD.t/

dTC.t/ D �C.�C � TC.t// dt C �C

p
TC.t/ dWC.t/

dX.t/ D �C.�C �X.t// dt �
�C

p
X.t/p
j�j

dWX .t/

where WD, WC and WX are independent standard Brownian motions.
We can see that the default intensity is simultaneously driven by both default pro-

cess TD.t/ and an auxiliary process X.t/, which contains the correlation between

2 The CIR model (Cox et al (1985a,b)) is one in which the general stochastic differential equation
is given as dr.t/ D �.� � r.t// dt C �

p
r.t/ dW.t/.
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FIGURE 2 LCDS spread with default intensity changes (low cancelation intensity D 2%).
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default and cancelation. Similarly, the cancelation intensity is driven by both a cance-
lation process TC.t/ and an auxiliary processX.t/. Substituting these into the general
formula, we obtain:

Qcoup D exp

�
�

Z
.�D.s/C �C.s// ds

�
D 1 � PD � PC

Qprot D exp

�
�

Z
�D.s/ ds

�
D 1 � PD

Note that, if the default intensity and the cancelation intensity are both deterministic,
then the above formulas will be equivalent to the general framework presented in M2

(as well as in Appendix B and Appendix C). Our experiments show that calibrations
using this model could result in potential issues due to the introduction of several free
parameters, although the model does allow a much wider degree of freedom and can
definitely capture more term structure dynamics.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND MODEL COMPARISONS

In order to make a fair comparison between the prevailing LCDS pricing models
currently available in the market that we presented above in Section 4, it is necessary
to conduct some numerical experiments. Since each model has its own quirkiness in
terms of parameterization, assumptions and their corresponding interpretations, we
shall test them systematically in groups.

The first test group consists of M1, M2 and M3 (with constant default intensity
(�D) and cancelation intensity (�C)). Without loss of generality, we use a continuous
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FIGURE 3 LCDS spread with cancelation intensity changes (low default intensity D 3%).
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FIGURE 4 LCDS spread with default intensity changes (high cancelation intensity D 90%).
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yield curve of 3% and a five-year maturity with quarterly payment frequency. For
simplicity, we consider a constant day count convention of 0.25 representing each
quarter.

The following is our preliminary test case consisting of four simple subcases rep-
resenting various levels and variations of default intensity and cancelation intensity.

(a) Fixed cancelation intensity (low: �C D 2%) with changing default intensity
(see Figure 2 on the facing page). Observe that, in this test case, all three
models are fairly consistent and close in their calculated LCDS spreads. The
M2 values are just slightly higher and the M3 results are slightly lower.
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FIGURE 5 LCDS spread with cancelation intensity changes (high default intensity D 80%).
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(b) Fixed default intensity (low: �D D 3%) with changing cancelation intensity
(see Figure 3 on the preceding page). In this test case, because of the flat default
intensity assumption, the M3 LCDS spreads are fairly insensitive to cancelation.
However, the M2 values show a clear dependency on cancelation, while the M1

approximation shows even greater sensitivity.

(c) Fixed cancelation intensity (high: �C D 90%) with changing default intensity
(see Figure 4 on the preceding page). In this case, the M3 results deviate from
both M1 and M2 at the very beginning, and M3 produces appreciably lower
spreads as cancelation probability increases. The deviation is significant.

(d) Fixed default intensity (high: �D D 80%) with changing cancelation intensity
(see Figure 8 on page 85). In this case, for a fixed default intensity, the M3

spreads again deviate significantly from both M1 and M2. The M3 spreads
appear to decrease and flatten out as the likelihood of default increases. Observe
that the M2 spreads unexpectedly also exhibit a slight curvature halfway along
the default intensity range and then level out.

To test for time dependencies, in our second test case we consider a constant default
intensity (low: 3%, see Table 1 on the facing page; high: 80%, see Table 2 on the facing
page) as in our first test case above, but with time-dependent cancelation intensities.
The five different scenarios on time-dependent cancelation intensities are given in
Table 1 on the facing page and Table 2 on the facing page.

From the different scenarios in Table 2 on the facing page, we can see that the M3

model is still less sensitive to changes in cancelation intensities, except for the extreme
case (scenario 5 with big jump of cancelation). The M1 model behaves moderately
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TABLE 1 Scenario test with low default intensity.

Default intensity D 3% LCDS spread‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
Cancelation intensity‚ …„ ƒ

One Two Three Five
year years years years M1 M2 M3
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Scenario 1 (increasing) 2 4 6 8 0.859 0.856 0.848
Scenario 2 (decreasing) 8 6 4 2 0.858 0.858 0.847
Scenario 3 (hump) 2 4 5 3 0.854 0.853 0.847
Scenario 4 (smile) 8 6 5 7 0.863 0.861 0.848
Scenario 5 (jump) 2 2 80 90 0.928 0.899 0.866

TABLE 2 Scenario test with high default intensity.

Default intensity D 80% LCDS spread‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
Cancelation intensity‚ …„ ƒ

One Two Three Five
year years years years M1 M2 M3
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Scenario 1 (increasing) 2 4 6 8 15.521 15.628 15.425
Scenario 2 (decreasing) 8 6 4 2 15.841 16.170 15.545
Scenario 3 (hump) 2 4 5 3 15.467 15.575 15.374
Scenario 4 (smile) 8 6 5 7 15.896 16.221 15.596
Scenario 5 (jump) 2 2 80 90 16.613 16.670 16.448

compared with the M2 and M3 models when default probability is low, while the M2

model becomes more sensitive to cancelation when the default probability is high
because the dependence structure treats default and cancelation equally. However,
this is not true in the protection part. Overall, all three models are clearly more
sensitive to default than to cancelation. In our third test case, we consider fixed constant
cancelation intensity (low: 2%, see Table 3 on the next page; high: 90%, see Table 4
on the next page) with five different scenarios to highlight the time-dependent default
intensities. The results are displayed in Table 3 on the next page and Table 4 on the
next page.

We now observe that all three models can exhibit some sort of negative relationship
between cancelation and default. The higher the cancelability, the smaller the spreads
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TABLE 3 Scenario test with low cancelation intensity.

Cancelation intensity D 2% LCDS spread‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
Default intensity‚ …„ ƒ

One Two Three Five
year years years years M1 M2 M3
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Scenario 1 (increasing) 2 4 6 8 1.420 1.424 1.413
Scenario 2 (decreasing) 8 6 4 2 1.301 1.300 1.295
Scenario 3 (hump) 2 4 5 3 0.950 0.950 0.945
Scenario 4 (smile) 8 6 5 7 1.760 1.763 1.751
Scenario 5 (jump) 2 2 80 90 5.397 5.552 5.370

TABLE 4 Scenario test with high cancelation intensity.

Cancelation intensity D 90% LCDS spread‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ
Default intensity‚ …„ ƒ

One Two Three Five
year years years years M1 M2 M3
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Scenario 1 (increasing) 2 4 6 8 1.123 1.035 0.897
Scenario 2 (decreasing) 8 6 4 2 2.499 2.276 1.996
Scenario 3 (hump) 2 4 5 3 1.021 0.931 0.816
Scenario 4 (smile) 8 6 5 7 2.598 2.378 2.075
Scenario 5 (jump) 2 2 80 90 2.615 2.917 2.088

become (that is, less default likelihood). Also, the higher the default likelihood, the
higher the observed spreads.

5.1 Test case for M4

The M4 and M5 models cannot be directly compared with the M1, M2 and M3 models
for various reasons. More specifically, the M4 model relies on a different assumed
distribution from the first three (that is, Poisson versus normal). Furthermore, M4 also
has exogenous parameters, such as the gap between default barrier and cancelation
barrier, so as to allow some kind of bridge between default and cancelation. Therefore,
it would not be feasible to make a like-with-like model comparison with the previous
three approaches.
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In particular, the M4 approach introduces a new perspective, albeit a nonstandard
one, on LCDS modeling. The reason we call it a nonstandard approach is that the
standard CDS market model is fairly well-defined, using a deterministic intensity
model as introduced early on by JP Morgan (2001), Hull andWhite (2000) and O’Kane
et al (2001). Some practitioners may wish to make extensions to the deterministic
intensity model instead of introducing a whole new family of distributions, but the
eventual results might prove to be very inconsistent in the market. Nevertheless,
based on the experimental tests conducted, we found this nonstandard approach,
which we believe might be quite attractive to many users, to have some interesting
characteristics.

For the M4 model, we performed two test cases with different parameter setups
using a flat yield curve of 3%, quarterly coupon payment, and a five-year tenor. The
setup is as follows.

� First, we set fixed cancelation barriers at 3 and 1, respectively (see Table 5 on
the next page), and then vary the gap (where g D .c � k/=

p
t ) from 0.1 up

to 5.0.

� Second, we use fixed gaps (g) at 2.5 and 1, respectively, and then vary the
cancelation barrier from 0.1 up to 5.0.

The results from the two test cases are clear:

(1) the higher the gap, the lower the LCDS spread;

(2) for cases with a very narrow gap (eg, g 6 1), this model can create a very large
LCDS range, while for cases with a very large gap (eg, g > 4:5), this model
can create a close-to-zero LCDS spread, and the LCDS spread is monotonically
decreasing as the gap grows.

In other words, this model does overcome some of the limitations in the previous
three more simplistic approaches (M1, M2 and M3), and it can handle a much wider
range of market quotes.

In Figure 6 on the next page and Figure 7 on page 85, we can see that the LCDS
spread is a monotonically decreasing function of the gap if the cancelation barrier is
fixed. From Figure 8 on page 85 and Figure 9 on page 86, observe that the LCDS
spread is a monotonically increasing function of the cancelation barrier if the gap is
fixed.

5.2 Test case for M5

Again, for the M5 model, it is not feasible to obtain a like-with-like comparison with
the four previous models, primarily because this is the only stochastic LCDS family
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TABLE 5 M4 LCDS spread, gap and barrier relationship.

Cancelation Cancelation
barrier D 3 barrier D 1‚ …„ ƒ ‚ …„ ƒ

Gap M4 Gap M4
(g) (%) (g) (%)

0.1 3478.89 0.1 703.02
0.2 863.44 0.2 161.13
0.3 379.15 0.3 61.60
0.4 209.72 0.4 28.41
0.5 131.36 0.5 14.99
0.6 88.85 0.6 9.21
0.7 63.21 0.7 6.52
0.8 46.47 0.8 5.04
0.9 34.70 0.9 4.08
1.0 25.79 1.0 3.38
1.1 18.67 1.1 2.84
1.5 4.42 1.5 1.46
2.0 1.78 2.0 0.60
2.5 0.79 2.5 0.20
3.0 0.30 3.0 0.05
3.5 0.10 3.5 0.01
4.0 0.02 4.0 0.00
4.5 0.00 4.5 0.00
5.0 0.00 5.0 0.00

FIGURE 6 M4 model price with cancelation barrier D 3.
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FIGURE 7 M4 model price with cancelation barrier D 1.
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FIGURE 8 M4 model price with gap D 2.5.
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we have seen in the market. Also, during our numerical experiments, we found that
this model does indeed bring a much wider range of dynamics and flexibilities that
could potentially be quite useful in the market.

To proceed, we set a baseline test case (scenario 1) using the parameters shown in
Table 6 on the next page.

We can then visualize these dynamic processes with a Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 10 on the next page, Figure 11 on page 87, Figure 12 on page 87 and Figure 13
on page 87 gives the expected values. In Figure 10 on the next page and Figure 11 on
page 87, we can see that the default process TD.t/, the cancelation process TC.t/ and
the auxiliary processX.t/ are all increasing functions of time t .A high mean reversion
�C would make �C.t/ increase much more slowly than �D.t/. In our simulation
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FIGURE 9 M4 model price with gap D 1.
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TABLE 6 Parameter settings in M5.

�D �D �D �C �C �C �

0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 �0.5

FIGURE 10 M5 stochastic LCDS CIR processes.
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scenarios, we also observe that the coupon leg survival probability curve is slightly
lower than the protection leg survival probability curve (see Figure 12 on the facing
page), and that the LCDS spread can also exhibit a hump shape as shown in Figure 13
on the facing page.
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FIGURE 11 M5 stochastic LCDS intensities.
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FIGURE 12 M5 stochastic LCDS survival probabilities.
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FIGURE 13 M5 stochastic LCDS model price (par spread).
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TABLE 7 Twenty-five scenarios in M5.

One Two Three Five
year years years years

�D �D �D �C �C �C � (%) (%) (%) (%)

1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 �0.9 3.5439 5.3219 5.7428 5.5615
2 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.6 0.5 �0.9 5.6872 7.7966 7.8448 7.4876
3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0 �0.9 3.4155 5.0495 5.5647 5.5034
4 1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.2 �0.9 6.1545 7.5973 7.5435 7.0802
5 0.3 0.3 0.2 1 0.6 0.2 �0.9 8.2353 9.3130 9.0557 8.5798
6 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 �0.5 5.8623 7.4638 7.5558 7.3112
7 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.6 0.5 �0.5 6.3839 9.0106 9.2518 9.0860
8 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0 �0.5 3.3491 5.1542 5.8808 6.0344
9 1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.2 �0.5 6.4079 8.1493 8.2354 7.9568

10 0.3 0.3 0.2 1 0.6 0.2 �0.5 8.5467 10.2797 10.3778 10.2065
11 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 �0.1 5.7969 8.5156 8.7603 8.5920
12 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.6 0.5 �0.1 11.4312 13.6162 13.4558 13.3788
13 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0 �0.1 3.4523 5.4010 6.2264 6.5746
14 1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.2 �0.1 8.4032 10.5939 10.5373 10.3299
15 0.3 0.3 0.2 1 0.6 0.2 �0.1 10.2844 12.6078 12.7747 12.7329
16 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 �0.01 12.6710 13.8488 13.4327 13.2682
17 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.6 0.5 �0.01 19.9395 19.4264 19.0658 18.9767
18 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0 �0.01 3.4534 5.4297 6.3100 6.7033
19 1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.2 �0.01 14.8293 15.6694 15.3415 15.2614
20 0.3 0.3 0.2 1 0.6 0.2 �0.01 17.1593 17.6584 17.4002 17.3205
21 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 �0.005 15.2065 16.0341 15.6350 15.5341
22 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.6 0.5 �0.005 22.3641 20.8997 20.5385 20.4820
23 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0 �0.005 3.4582 5.3778 6.2587 6.6696
24 1 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.2 �0.005 16.1153 16.6526 16.2975 16.2227
25 0.3 0.3 0.2 1 0.6 0.2 �0.005 19.1958 19.0838 18.7675 18.6783

From the baseline case, we can create several scenarios by varying the volatilities
on either default intensity or cancelation intensity as shown in Table 7.

We display the results of the twenty-five scenarios in Table 7. We vary correlations
from �0:5% to �90% and consider different combinations of mean reversions and
volatilities of both default intensity and cancelation intensity. The results can be
summarized as follows.

� Scenarios 1, 6, 11, 16 and 21 reflect ordinary setting and larger (nega-
tive) correlation, resulting in lower LCDS spreads. Observe, for example,
correlation D �0:9, LCDS (five year) D 556bps and correlation D �0:01,
LCDS (five year) D 1327bps.
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TABLE 8 Comparison of models.

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

Difficulty of implementation Easiest Easy Easy Easy Hard

Historical based Yes Yes No No No

Rating based/implied Yes Yes No No No

Intensity based Yes� Yes� Yes No Yes

Calibrate CDS and LCDS No No Difficult No Difficult
simultaneously

Time-dependent extension Yes� Yes� Yes� Yes� Already

Already dependency structure No No� Yes Yes Yes

Protection leg dependence Yes No� Yes Yes Yes
on cancelation

Extension to LCDX/tranches Yes Yes Yes Yes Nontrivial
or collateralized loan
obligation areas

An asterisk means that the model is easy to extend but the possible extensions were either not mentioned or not
implemented in the original papers.

� Scenarios 2, 7, 12, 17 and 22 reflect a deterministicX.t/ and scenarios 3, 8, 13,
18 and 23 reflect deterministic cancelation intensity. The latter scenarios show
insensitivity to correlation as expected, while the former scenarios continue to
show the negative correlated relationship.

� Scenarios 4, 9, 14, 19 and 24 reflect high mean reversion ofX.t/ and scenarios 5,
10, 15, 20 and 25 reflect high mean reversion of the cancelation intensity,
resulting in higher LCDS spreads.

� In general, as expected, a higher volatility results in larger LCDS spreads.

� Clearly, the M5 model is more adept at producing many different shapes of the
LCDS spread term structure and can indeed allow greater dynamics to capture
behavior during volatile markets.

5.3 Summary of model comparisons

We can now summarize the results of our comprehensive experiments and compare
them side by side. Table 8 shows a comparison matrix.

We can see from Table 8 that, from an implementation or extension point of view,
M1 is the easiest model and M5 is the hardest. M1 and M2 can be implied through
a historical or a ratings-based approach. M4 assumes a Gaussian distribution and is
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TABLE 9 Important features and limitations of models. [Table continues on next page.]

Model Features Limitations

M1 Easiest to implement and quickest
way to get a rough estimate, even
using only a simple CDS pricer
(eg, Bloomberg’s CDSW)

Historical approach or ratings-based
approach are available

Both legs assume the same survival
probability, which is the product of
default probability and cancelation
probability, therefore there is no
dependency or correlation

Unconditional probabilities are
assumed

M2 Extendable in most generic way

Ability to link historical refinancing
rate and implied hazard rates from
ratings

Easy to extend into LCDS tranche
framework

Extendable into intensity-based
framework

Independent assumptions between
default and cancelation

Cancelation has little effect on the
protection leg, which needs further
generalization (see Appendix B and
Appendix C)

M3 Natural extension on the JP Morgan
market standard intensity-based
model

Has implied dependency structure

Possible to calibrate CDS and LCDS
simultaneously

Independent assumptions between
default and proto-cancelation

Historical approach cannot be
implemented easily since
unconditional probabilities data is
not available

Impossible to calibrate the whole
term structure (especially short term)

M4 Negative connection between default
and cancelation

Nonstandard approach to handling
CDS (no cancelation case) which will
result in discrepancy with the market
standard because the standard CDS
market model is based on the
Poisson distribution, but M4 assumes
a Gaussian distribution, which can
result in inconsistency in the market

the only approach that is not intensity based. All approaches can be extended into a
time-dependent framework as long as the respective term structures exist, although
M2 and M4 are not easy to calibrate to both CDS and LCDS markets simultaneously.
All models except M1 can have some sort of dependency structure, but M5 exhibits
the highest degree of freedom and flexibility.
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TABLE 9 Continued.

Model Features Limitations

M5 Negative correlation between default
and cancelation can be defined
explicitly

Nice dependency structure with the
greatest degree of freedom by
incorporating a dependency auxiliary
stochastic process so that the
protection leg depends on default
conditional on no cancelation and the
coupon leg depends on survival with
neither default nor cancelation

Too many free model parameters
and a dearth of market data to
facilitate calibration

Analytically difficult to calibrate in
practice

Computational performance is much
slower, especially when extended to
LCDX tranches

Table 9 further highlights the summary comparison of all the salient features and
limitations in each model.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have surveyed and reviewed several market approaches to LCDS
modeling. We have identified and differentiated simplifying assumptions for each
model and highlighted their limitations, advantages and possible extensions. From our
extensive numerical experiments and comparisons, we make the following concluding
observations.

(1) The valuation of CDSs and LCDSs is inherently inconsistent in the market
because all models considered thus far failed the simplified dependency struc-
ture in which the coupon leg depends on both default intensity and cancelation
intensity (or, say, terminates with either default or cancelation), and the protec-
tion leg depends only on default (conditional on no cancelation).

(2) There is no standard market model that everyone can agree on. This might
also help to explain the conundrum in our first observation. All practitioners
only agree on a single market standard pricing model for CDS, widely known
in the market as the JP Morgan simplified reduced-form model, introduced in
2001 and then subsequently implemented in Bloomberg as CDSW. However,
without further adjustments, at least in the more dynamic and time-dependent
variables, even this market standard model fails to properly value CDSs for
many known cases of CDS spread curve shapes, especially during periods of
credit turmoil when extreme shapes are likely (Ong and Li (2009)).
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(3) LCDS modeling needs further market innovation since all available models
discussed in this paper have limitations, particularly in their ability to capture
term structure dynamics. The stochastic models of Wei (2007) and Shek et al
(2007), using the CIR process with correlation, can capture more of the dynam-
ics, although the latter model brings more free model parameters, which can
create significant calibration difficulties. To this end, the market really needs
more innovations in developing correlation and volatility products that can
provide more market liquidity and allow more degrees of freedom for model
calibration purposes.

In recent years, there have been several market discussions and conferences on
standardizing the assumptions and contracts on LCDSs (for example, the latest LCDS
confirmation workshop of the Second Generation Credit Derivative Documentation
Conference (see Holland and Cummins (2009)). Based on recent market observations,
many more LCDS names tend to trade in both cancelable and noncancelable format,
and this could improve liquidity to a certain extent. However, generally speaking,
market practitioners tend to trade more noncancelable LCDS contracts than cancelable
ones, perhaps due to the reasons and difficulties described in this paper.

It is clear that the cancelability feature in LCDSs provides a better hedge against
exposure to the actual underlying loan, but the trade-off between liquidity, simplicity
and the ease of modeling the cancelation feature is not a trivial one, as we have
pointed out in this paper. Although it is best left to the market to find an amenable
solution, interestingly enough, the current regulatory regime appeared to have exerted
a pressure in the market toward some further simplification rather than introducing
new correlation products. As a consequence, Markit (2010) recently launched the
so-called bullet LCDS and LCDX series 14, which adapt the latest Standard North
American Corporate convention changes and treats LCDSs in the same manner as
CDSs by removing the cancelability aspect. Such impetus for market changes and
regulation clearly reflects the difficulty we demonstrated in our experimental results
and conclusions. In our opinion, we still need further market innovation and model
improvements in order to more adequately capture the dynamics of cancelation so
that these products could be used more effectively to hedge the loan market.

APPENDIX A. ACCRUED ON DEFAULT

Accrued on default represents the accrued coupon that the protection buyer needs to
pay the protection seller if default occurs between two successive coupon periods.
This additional payment is given by:

accrued on default D
NXZ tC1

t

DCF.t; s/DF.s/ dQcoup.s/
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Many practitioners prefer to use the first-order linear approximation for the integral
as follows:

accrued on default D
NX
iD1

1
2
.DCF.ti�1; ti //DF.ti /.Qcoup.ti�1/ �Qcoup.ti //

where DF.ti / is the discount factor at time ti , and DCF.ti / is the day count fraction
for the period ti .

The approximation above tacitly assumes that, on average, default occurs exactly
in between the two coupon periods.

APPENDIX B. DEPENDENCY STRUCTURE

In order to derive and prove the general approach of Elizalde et al (2007), we start
with constant intensities given by default intensity �D and cancelation intensity �C.
Then, using the fundamental definition of intensity, we easily obtain the relationships
below:

@

@t
PD.t/ D �DQcoup.t/

@

@t
PC.t/ D �CQcoup.t/

If we adapt a Poison process underlying the CDS survival probability framework with
an assumption of independent intensities, then we have:

Qcoup D e�.�DC�C/t ; where Qcoup C PD C PD D 1

Using the two initial conditions PC.0/ D 0, PD.0/ D 0, we can solve for the two
probabilities explicitly using a dependency structure:

PD.t/ D
�D.1 � e�.�DC�C/t /

�D C �C

PC.t/ D
�C.1 � e�.�DC�C/t /

�D C �C

@

@t
Qcoup.t/ D �.�D C �C/Qcoup.t/

where PC D P.�C < t; �C < �D/ and PD D P.�D < t; �D < �C/.
Observe that the default intensity and the cancelation intensity are independent.

However, the default probability and the cancelation probability are dependent, as
derived above.
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APPENDIX C. DEPENDENCY STRUCTURE EXTENSION
(TIME-DEPENDENT CASE)

We can further extend the results in Appendix B and thereby generalize Elizalde
(2007) into a time-dependent double-intensity (stepwise-constant) framework.

Suppose that �iD is the default intensity during the period .ti�1; ti �, and �iC is
the cancelation intensity during the same period .ti�1; ti �. Then we can derive the
relationships:

Qcoup.tj / D

j�1Y
iD0

exp.�.�iD C �
i
C/.tiC1 � ti //

PD.tj / D

j�1X
iD0

�iDPs.ti /.1 � exp.�.�iD C �
i
C/.tiC1 � ti ///

�iD C �
i
C

PC.tj / D

j�1X
iD0

�iCPs.ti /.1 � exp.�.�iD C �
i
C/.tiC1 � ti ///

�iD C �
i
C

Proof Recursively, assume that, at ti , Qcoup.ti /C PD.ti /C PD.ti / D 1, and then
show that, at tiC1, Qcoup.tiC1/C PD.tiC1/C PD.tiC1/ D 1:

Qcoup.tiC1/ D Qcoup.ti / exp.�.�iD C �
i
C
/.tiC1 � ti // (C.1a)

PD.tiC1/ D PD.ti /C
�iDQcoup.ti /.1 � exp.�.�iD C �

i
C/.tiC1 � ti ///

�iD C �
i
C

(C.1b)

PC.tiC1/ D PC.ti /C
�iCQcoup.ti /.1 � exp.�.�iD C �

i
C/.tiC1 � ti ///

�iD C �
i
C

(C.1c)

H) .C.1a/C .C.1b/C .C.1c/

D Qcoup.ti / exp.�.�iD C �
i
C/.tiC1 � ti //C PD.ti /C PC.ti /

C
�iDQcoup.ti /.1 � exp.�.�iD C �

i
C/.tiC1 � ti ///

�iD C �
i
C

C
�iCQcoup.ti /.1 � exp.�.�iD C �

i
C/.tiC1 � ti ///

�iD C �
i
C

D Qcoup.ti /.1 � exp.�.�iD C �
i
C/.tiC1 � ti //

C exp.�.�iD C �
i
C/.tiC1 � ti ///

C PD.ti /C PC.ti /

D 1

�
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